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Abstract

In this report, we present a powerful new synchronisation mechanism called
scheduling predicates. These predicates|there are no , there exists and for all |
allow the programmer to schedule the order of execution of operations based on
relative arrival times, values of parameters, and built-in synchronisation counters.
Since many synchronisation problems are, in fact, scheduling problems, these
facilitate much simpler and clearer solutions to such problems. We also show that
this mechanism subsumes and unies the existing declarative synchronisation mechanisms used in some object-oriented languages, and extends the number of problems
for which a purely declarative approach is possible.

1 Introduction
There has been extensive research into developing powerful synchronisation mechanisms.
The approaches taken generally fall into one of two categories.
Firstly are procedural mechanisms which combine synchronisation primitives with
sequential ow control constructs and data structures, thus allowing the programmer
to implement synchronisation policies by algorithmic means.
In contrast to these are declarative mechanisms in which the programmer simply
species the synchronisation policy desired. An ideal declarative mechanism would
have the desirable property that the specication of a synchronisation policy is its
implementation. When the power of a declarative mechanism is sucient for a particular
policy, the solution is usually trivial.
However, declarative mechanisms are currently limited in their power in that they
can only directly specify simple policies.
For more complex policies, the programmer must fall back to a procedural approach
which, when implemented in the declarative notation, results in quite inelegant solutions. The use of synchronisation procedures 2 in Path Expressions 8] is a prime example
of this the Guide solution to the FIFO variant of the readers/writer problem 11] is another example of the need for synchronisation procedures when a declarative mechanism
has insucient power to express a synchronisation policy directly.
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Our approach is to increase the power of declarative mechanisms so that they can easily solve a wider range of synchronisation policies: in particular, policies which schedule
as well as synchronise requests. This report takes a step in this direction by presenting
the concept of scheduling predicates. Rather than being just \yet another synchronisation mechanism" with its own strengths and weaknesses, scheduling predicates will
be shown to unify several other synchronisation mechanisms. As such it is both an
improvement on, and a generalisation of existing mechanisms.

1.1 Syntax Used in Report

The syntax used in this report (see Figure 1) should, for the most part, be selfexplanatory. Comments are denoted by \//" and last until the end of the line. Macros
are declared by use of the \#dene" C preprocessor directive.
class <class name> is
<declaration of instance variables>
<declaration of operations Op1, Op2, . . . >

entry guards

Op1 : <a guard>
Op2 : <another guard>

...
end <class name>

Figure 1: Syntax used in this report
The synchronisation constraints are expressed in the entry guards clause which
appears after all of the class' operations. An entry guard is a boolean expression which
must become true before a request to execute an operation on an object is permitted to
continue. Several languages employ the concept of guards, in one form or another, in
their synchronisation mechanisms: CSP 15], Synchronising Resources (SR) 4], Ada 1],
Guide 10], Mediators 13] DRAGOON 12] and Predicate Path Expressions 2] are the
best known examples. Scheduling predicates improve upon these previous mechanisms
by having more expressively powerful guards.

1.2 Structure of Report

This report is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents a brief overview of the dierent object models which can be commonly found in concurrent object-oriented languages. Section 3 then discusses some
existing declarative synchronisation mechanisms and their limitations. Section 4 introduces scheduling predicates , and an analysis of their power is presented in section 5.
This analysis shows up a weakness of the mechanism which is discussed in section 6.
Section 7 then shows how scheduling predicates subsume the mechanisms discussed in
section 3. Section 8 discusses implementation and optimisation issues. Section 9 discusses the problem of synchronisation counter overow. Finally, section 10 concludes
the report and mentions some areas in which we intend to work in future.
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2 Object Models
In some concurrent object-oriented languages (e.g., Guide 11]), objects are passive
entities which reside in shared memory and may be accessed simultaneously by several
processes. This model can support concurrency within an object.
In other systems, objects are deemed to be active : they have a thread of control
which receives requests and schedules them for service. Some active object models
(e.g., Hybrid 18] and Caromel 9]) have just a single thread within an object which
both schedules and services requests. This object model does not support concurrency
within objects, though usually some form of inter-object concurrency is supported.
Other active object models do support internal concurrency. For example, an object
may have a thread of control which receives and schedules requests and when a request
may start execution, another thread is created to service it 17].
Most mechanisms have inherent limitations which makes then suitable for only one
object model, and less suitable, or even totally unsuitable, for others. For example,
Caromel's mechanism 9] provides good support for scheduling requests however it
provides no facilities to manage internal concurrency, thus limiting its usability to singlethreaded, active objects. Conversely, the main strength of synchronisation counters
11, 12] is in managing internal concurrency rather than scheduling requests so while
they are suitable for passive object models, they would be of limited use in the singlethreaded, active object model.
The mechanism presented in this paper does not have this limitation: since it provides good facilities to both manage internal concurrency and schedule pending requests,
it is eective in both passive and active object models.3 Being able to deal with synchronisation and scheduling in a uniform manner across dierent object models reduces
the learning curve for programmers who must move between dierent environments,
and it also promotes reuse of concurrent code.

3 Limitations of Existing Declarative Mechanisms
3.1 Synchronisation Counters

Synchronisation counters 3] feature heavily in declarative mechanisms such as the Guide
and DRAGOON languages. These, automatically maintained, variables of an object
count the total number of invocations for each operation of the object that have been
requested , have started execution and have terminated execution etc. There are actually
ve counters for each operation on an object. These are:4
req (Op) : number of requests to execute operation Op.
wait (Op) : number of requests that are waiting to execute Op.
start (Op) : number of requests that have started executing Op.
exec (Op) : number of requests that are currently executing Op.
The aspects of our mechanism which deal with internal concurrency of an object are, by denition,
redundant in the single-threaded, active object model.
4 These are the counter names used throughout this report. Unfortunately, there are no standard
names for these counters for example, both Guide and DRAGOON use dierent names.
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term (Op) : number of requests that have terminated execution of Op.
Only three of these need to be stored since the following relationships hold:
wait (Op) = req (Op) ; start (Op)
exec (Op) = start (Op) ; term (Op)
Synchronisation counters may be used in guards. Although they have been used
most extensively in languages which embody the passive object model, they could also
be used in active object models. However, in the single-threaded, active object model
the exec counter becomes redundant.
All of the synchronisation counters are initialised to zero and the compiler produces
the necessary code to ensure that they are updated atomically. An example of their
usage is given in Figure 2 which solves the bounded buer problem. The reader is
referred elsewhere 5, 10] for further examples illustrating the use of synchronisation
counters.

entry guards
#dene not full = term (Put) - term (Get) < size
#dene not empty = term (Put) - term (Get) > 0
Put: exec (Put) = 0 and not full
Get: exec (Get) = 0 and not empty
Figure 2: Solution to the Bounded Buer problem
Synchronisation counters have their limitations. In particular, they provide no way
to schedule requests based on either request parameters or arrival time. Thus, though
Guide and DRAGOON can easily solve the simpler variations of the readers/writer
problem (such as readers' priority or writer's priority), synchronisation counters are
of little assistance in solving the FIFO variant. The complexity of the Guide solution
to this problem 11] clearly shows this limitation. Other scheduling problems, such as
Shortest Job Next 7] and the Disk Head Scheduler 14] are probably impossible to solve
with synchronisation counters alone.

3.2 Scheduling with the \By" Clause

A step towards providing scheduling support is the by clause as provided in Synchronising Resources (SR) 4]: this can be used to schedule requests based on one of their
parameters. The by keyword is followed by an arithmetic expression whose value determines the order in which invocations are to be executed (minimum value rst). Figure 3
shows (in the notation of this report) the by clause implementation of the Shortest Job
Next Scheduler. The by clause is noteworthy in that it provides a declarative way to
schedule requests based on their parameters. However, it has the following limitations:
1. Requests cannot be scheduled based on their relative arrival times.
2. Scheduling may only be easily performed based on a single parameter.5
5

If scheduling based on two parameters is required then a by clause of the form
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3. It may only be used to schedule requests for the same operation. Thus, for example, it could not be used to implement the FIFO variant of the readers/writer
problem in which the scheduling of a Write request is dependent not only on other
Write requests, but also on Read requests and where scheduling of a Read request
is dependent on Write requests.
The rst limitation could be easily overcome by having the compiler implicitly associate
an arrival time attribute with each request. If this were done then a FIFO scheduler
could be implemented with \by arrival ". The second limitation would be overcome if
a list of expressions could follow the by keyword. For example, \by len, arrival " would
implement a SJN scheduler with FIFO sub-ordering, i.e., if several requests have equal
len parameters then they will be served in arrival order. However it is hard to imagine
any variation of the by clause which could overcome the third limitation.
class Printer is
Print(len: Integer, FileName: String ) is . . .

entry guards

Print: exec (Print) = 0 by len
End Printer
Figure 3: Shortest Job Next

4 Scheduling Predicates
Consider the basic readers/writer problem. An English description of this synchronisation policy might be:
Read may execute if there are currently no executions of Write .
Write may execute if there are currently no executions of either Read or
Write .
A solution to this using synchronisation counters is:

entry guards

Read: exec (Write) = 0
Write: exec (Read, Write) = 0
Note that this solution closely mirrors the English description of the problem. This
is an excellent example of the desirable \specication is the implementation" property
of declarative mechanisms. Unfortunately, synchronisation counters provide little support to schedule , as opposed to just synchronise, requests. Thus, for many scheduling
by param1  scale1 + param2

where scale1 is one higher than the maximum value of param2. (This can obviously be extended to
allow scheduling on any number of parameters.) Problems with this approach are (i) the meaning is not
immediately obvious and (ii) there must be a xed upper bound on param2.
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problems, a solution using synchronisation counters bears little resemblance to the specication of the problem. As an example, consider the following English specication of
the \Shortest Job Next" scheduler:
Print may execute if (i) there are no current executions of Print and (ii)
there are no requests waiting to execute Print which have a smaller len
parameter.
Synchronisation counters can be used to implement part (i) of this policy but a more
powerful mechanism is required to implement part (ii) directly. We now introduce the
concept of scheduling predicates in which part (ii) is expressed as:
there are no (p waiting Print: p.len < my req .len)
In reading this notation, \:" denotes \such that". The variable p is used to iterate
through all the requests waiting to execute Print , and my req denotes the request for
which the guard is being evaluated. Thus we can read the above as:
There are no requests p waiting to execute Print such that the len parameter
of p is less than my own len parameter.
Anding this scheduling predicate with \exec (Print) = 0" yields a complete entry guard
for the SJN scheduler.
It is frequently desired to schedule access to an object based on the arrival time of
requests rather than (or sometimes, as well as) request parameters. For example, one
might wish to have a FIFO print queue. Scheduling predicates handle this by implicitly
associating an arrival time attribute with each request. Arrival can be likened to a
ticket machine in a tax oce which gives a numbered ticket to each customer that
arrives 19].

class Printer is

Print(len: Integer FileName: String ) is . . .

entry guards

Print: exec (Print) = 0 and there are no (p waiting Print:
p.len < my req .len or
p.len = my req .len and p.arrival < my req .arrival)
end Printer
Figure 4: Shortest Job Next with FIFO sub-ordering
Each customer has a dierent numbered ticket and this can be used to ensure that
customers are served in order of their arrival.6 To implement a FIFO printer queue, all
that need be done is to replace len with arrival in the solution to the SJN scheduler
discussed previously. Further changing of \<" to \>" would turn the FIFO scheduler
The reader may be wondering if there is any relationship between arrival
P and the synchronisation
counters. An implementation might maintain the relationship arrival = =1 req (Op ) where n is the
number of synchronised operations of the object. However, an implementation is not required to maintain
this relationship. For example, an implementation might use a high speed clock to note arrival times.
6
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into a LIFO scheduler. The entry guard in Figure 4 species the SJN scheduler with
FIFO sub-ordering.
So far, we have demonstrated two ways in which there are no is more powerful than
SR's by clause: not only can requests be scheduled on several parameters, the relative
arrival time of requests can also be taken into account.
Figure 5 (FIFO readers/writer) shows how interdependent scheduling of several operations may be handled just as easily. In this scheme a Read request may only be
executed if there are no Write requests ahead of it. Similarly, a Write request may only
start if there are no Read or Write requests ahead of it.
class ReadersWriter is
Read: Element is . . .
Write(elem: Element) is . . .

entry guards

Read: exec (Write) = 0 and there are no (w waiting Write:
w.arrival < my req .arrival )
7
Write: exec (Read,Write) = 0 and there are no (rw waiting Read,Write:
rw.arrival < my req .arrival )
end ReadersWriter
Figure 5: Solution to the FIFO Readers/Writer problem

4.1 Other Scheduling Predicates

There are no is actually syntactic sugar for the more fundamental function count . Count
returns an integer indicating how many outstanding requests satisfy count 's boolean
condition. The following equality holds:
there are no (var id waiting operation id : boolean expr)
 count (var id waiting operation id : boolean expr) = 0
The companion predicates there exists , and for all are also available to the programmer
for which the following equalities hold:
there exists (var id waiting operation id : boolean expr)
 count (var id waiting operation id : boolean expr) > 0
for all (var id waiting operation id : boolean expr)
 count (var id waiting operation id : boolean expr) = wait (operation id)
As an example of the use of for all , consider the following entry guard which implements
the Shortest Job Next scheduling policy:
Print: exec (Print) = 0 and for all (p waiting Print: p.arrival  my req .arrival)
It is trivial to express the same scheduling policy using there are no : simply replace
\" with \<". This interchangeable nature of the scheduling predicates gives the programmer the freedom to express a desired scheduling policy with whichever predicate
feels the most natural for the task.
7
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4.2 Other Scheduling Verbs

All the examples of scheduling predicates so far have made use of the waiting \verb",
which is related to the wait counter. The other counters also have related \verbs":8
requested , started , executing 9 and terminated .
The executing verb can be shown to good eect in solving the Dining Philosophers
problem. A philosopher may eat if there are no other philosophers eating with a fork
which she herself needs. This condition can be restated as: a philosopher may Eat if
there are no other philosophers already Eat ing to her left, to her right at or at the table
position she wants to use. This is implemented directly, using the executing verb, in
Figure 6. Note, however, that this solution does not guarantee against starvation of a
philosopher by conspiracy on the part of the others to keep her blocked. The random
eating and thinking times of philosphers would presumably rule this out, but if such a
guarantee is required then this can be easily derived by employing the waiting verb and
arrival in addition to executing .
class Table is
Eat(pos: 0..4) is . . .

entry guards
#dene RightOf(k) ((k + 1) mod 5)
#dene ShareForks(i, j) ( RightOf(i) = j or i = j or RightOf(j) = i )

Eat: there are no (p executing Eat: ShareForks(p.pos, my req .pos))
end Table
Figure 6: Solution to Dining Philosophers problem using the executing verb

4.2.1 Modication of Parameters in Operations

The introduction of scheduling verbs other than waiting raises an issue which needs to
be resolved.
Many languages (e.g., C and Pascal) allow call-by-value parameters to be modied in
the body of operations.10 Consider the code in Figure 7 the entry guard references the
i parameter of requests currently executing Bar . However, this parameter is modied
in the body of Bar which raises the question of which value of i the entry guard should
see: the original value of i (i.e., the value at the time the request was received), or its
current value?
The semantics we have chosen is that entry guards always see the original value of
parameters. This has several advantages over entry guards seeing the most up-to-date
value:
 If entry guards saw the most up-to-date value of parameters then this would reduce
the separation between the implementation of operations and the synchronisation
over them, thus breaking one of Bloom's 6] modularity requirements.
This relationship between synchronisation counters and scheduling predicate \verbs" is dened in
Section 7.1.
9 Like the exec counter, the executing verb is redundant in the single-threaded, active object model.
10Some other languages, such as Ada, do not allow this.
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 Ecient implementation is likely to be easier since entry guards do not need

to be continually re-evaluated if the body of an operation updates a parameter
referenced in an entry guard.

class Foo is
Bar(i: integer) is
begin


i := . . .



end Bar
entry guards

Bar: there are no (p executing Bar: p.i = my req .i)

end Foo

Figure 7: Modication of parameters which appear in entry guards

4.2.2 Implementation Concerns of the Scheduling Verbs

It should be noted that, in general, it would be infeasible for an implementation to
support the requested , started and terminated verbs since this would require maintaining
information indenitely and the amount of information to be maintained would grow
indenitely large. However, it is possible for an implementation to support the waiting
and executing verbs, as we shall now discuss.

The \waiting" verb: In object models which provide only synchronous calls to ob-

jects, there is an upper limit on the number of pending requests (equal to the number
of processes which the system supports). Similarly, in object models which support
asynchronous calls, there are usually xed size message buers at either the client or
server sides which limit the number of pending requests. Thus, in both synchronous
and asynchronous systems, there is an upper limit on the number of pending requests
and hence it is possible for an implementation to support the waiting verb.

The \executing" verb: An object operation may invoke itself recursively resulting
11

in a single process executing the operation an unbounded number of times. Thus
there would appear to be no upper limit on the amount of information to store in order
to support the executing verb. However, synchronised objects do not usually engage
in deeply recursive invocations so, in practice there tends to be an upper limit on the
amount of information which would need to be maintained.
11
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5 Evaluation of Power
Bloom 6] insists that an ideal synchronisation mechanism should exhibit several characteristics:
 A straightforward way to combine independent synchronisation constraints to construct more complex constraints. (Bloom calls this the ease of use requirement.)
 Separation of code to implement an object's operations from the code to provide
synchronisation for the object. (This is a modularity requirement.)
The ease of use requirement is met by being able to combine constraints with the
boolean operators and, or, not etc. This can be clearly seen in the solution to the
Bounded Buer (Figure 2) where the independent constraints \exec (Put) = 0" and
\not full" are combined without diculty.
The entry guards clause separates synchronisation from the code implementing an
object's operations this meets the modularity requirement.
Bloom also lists six types of information which a synchronisation mechanism should
have access to in order for it to have good expressive power. Most synchronisation
mechanisms provide access to at least three of these types of information: (i) the operation requested, (ii) the synchronisation state of the object and (iii) history information.
The power of scheduling predicates shows itself in not only providing access to the these
types of information, but also in allowing the (iv) parameters and (v) relative arrival
times of requests to be compared. Mediators 13] and Caromel 9] are two of the few
other mechanisms which also provide this level of power.
Alas, scheduling predicates do not allow (vi) instance variables to be used safely in
entry guards. This is a serious limitation since the solutions to many synchronisation
and scheduling policies require access to these. The next section discusses this problem
in more detail.

6 The Problem of Instance Variables
Synchronisation state (synchronisation counters and information about the set of pending requests etc.) is only updated under well dened circumstances: whenever an operation is requested , or has started or terminated execution. This makes it possible for
the compiler to generate code which guarantees that:
1. Synchronisation state is updated atomically with respect to the evaluation of entry
guards, i.e., guards may only be evaluated when synchronisation state is consistent
2. Entry guards will be re-evaluated whenever (relevant) synchronisation state has
been modied
These two guarantees are necessary for a correct implementation.
The updating of instance variables is not as restrictive as that of synchronisation
state. Instance variables may be updated by direct assignment, or indirectly through
pointers or when passed as reference parameters. Thus, unlike synchronisation state,
we can not easily predict when instance variables will be updated.
10

If instance variables are allowed to appear in entry guards then we need to provide
the above two guarantees for instance variables as well as for synchronisation state, i.e.,
we need to guarantee that:
1. Entry guards may only be evaluated when instance variables, referenced in the
guards, are in a consistent state
2. Entry guards will be re-evaluated whenever instance variables, referenced in the
guards, have been modied
It is dicult to imagine how these guarantees could be met in an elegant manner.
Although we have already done some research in this area, we have yet to nd a construct
which is totally suitable, and the problem remains open.

7 Unication of Concepts
This section discusses how scheduling predicates subsumes some other notable synchronisation mechanisms.

7.1 Synchronisation Counters

One can consider synchronisation counters to be a restricted form of scheduling predicates. The following equalities hold:
wait (Op)  count (var id waiting Op : True)
req (Op)  count (var id requested Op : True)
start (Op)  count (var id started Op : True)
exec (Op)  count (var id executing Op : True)
term (Op)  count (var id terminated Op : True)
The signicance of this is that instead of having two complementary, but separate,
mechanisms with which to solve synchronisation/scheduling problems, we now conceptually have a single generalised mechanism. Having a minimum of conceptual constructs
makes it easier to reason about the behavior of a concurrent program.

7.2 The \By" Clause

Like synchronisation counters, the by clause is also a restricted form of scheduling
predicates: \by parameter " is equivalent to:
there are no (p waiting Op: p.parameter < my req .parameter ).
Expressions are just as easy to handle as single parameters. The more general form of
the by clause is:
by p1, p2,. . . ,p
This maps into the following general scheduling predicate form:
n
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In the above
formula
denotes the combining of its terms with the boolean operator or
V
similarly is used to denote and. In this generalised form, this formula looks unwieldy.
For a concrete example of this with n = 2, the reader is referred back to the Shortest
Job Next scheduler with FIFO sub-ordering, as shown in Figure 4.

7.3 Path Expressions

It has been shown elsewhere 16] that Predicate Path Expressions 2] can be implemented
in terms of synchronisation counters. Since we have already shown in Section 7.1 that
synchronisation counters are simply a restricted form of scheduling predicates, it follows
that Predicate Path Expressions are also subsumed by scheduling predicates.

8 E cient Implementation
This section deals with the ecient implementation of scheduling predicates. It is
organised as follows:
Section 8.1 discusses some compiler optimisation techniques. These techniques are
independent of any particular object model. Section 8.2 then gives a brief overview of
some run-time optimisation techniques suitable for passive objects in shared memory.

8.1 Compile time Optimisation

8.1.1 Re-evaluation Matrices

One method to improve run-time eciency is for the compiler to examine the entry
guards and construct a re-evaluation matrix this matrix informs the run-time when
it is necessary to re-evaluate each guard. Without this, the run-time would have to
re-evaluate all guards whenever an operation call is requested, started or terminated.12
Recall the entry guards used in the solution of the Bounded Buer problem:

entry guards
#dene not full = term (Put) - term (Get) < size
#dene not empty = term (Put) - term (Get) > 0
Put: exec (Put) = 0 and not full
Get: exec (Get) = 0 and not empty

An initial re-evaluation matrix can be obtained by direct examination of these:13
Guide, which uses synchronisation counters, only re-evaluates guards when an operation terminates.
This can lead to process starvation 16] and deadlock 11].
13There is no need to have the counters wait and exec in the matrix since they are macros dened
in terms of req , start , and term . Similarly, there is no need to have arrival in the matrix since this is
updated whenever a req counter is incremented.
12
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req (Put ) start(pPut ) termp(Put ) req (Get) start(Get) termp(Get)

Put
p
p
p
Get
Each operation has one row in the matrix, giving the set of synchronisation counters
that, when changed, could make the operation's guard become true. Thus we note that
if a call to the Put operation is blocked because its entry guard evaluates to false then
the entry guard need only be re-evaluated when there is a change in one of the counters:
start (Put ), term (Put ), or term (Get ).
An important optimisation is to remove some of the entries from the matrix, thereby
avoiding more unnecessary re-evaluations. In the solution to the bounded buer problem, the expression \exec (Put ) = 0" leads to Put 's entry guard being re-evaluated when
start (Put ) is updated. However, a pending Put request need not have its guard reevaluated whenever start (Put ) is incremented since incrementing start (Put ) can only
make exec (Put ) non-zero. Similarly, the entry guard of Get need not be re-evaluated
when start (Get ) is updated. Taking this into account, the re-evaluation matrix can be
reduced to:
req (Put ) start(Put ) termp(Put ) req (Get) start(Get) termp(Get)
Put
p
p
Get
Three comments are in order about this optimisation on the matrix. Firstly, a similar
optimisation can be applied to entry guards containing the expression \wait (Put ) = 0".
In this case, a request need not have its entry guard re-evaluated whenever req (Put ) is
incremented, since this can only make wait (Put ) non-zero.
Secondly, this optimisation can only be applied where the constant 0 is used. For
example, if the expression \exec (Put )  1" was given then the entry guard would
have to be re-evaluated when start (Put ) is incremented. Nevertheless, the optimisation
is worthwhile because the constant 0 is so frequently used. In fact, all but one of
the example programs in this report have expressions of the form \exec (Op ) = 0" or
\wait (Op ) = 0".
Thirdly, this optimisation works on expressions of the more general form
exec (Op1) + exec (Op2) +    + exec (Op ) = 0
in which case start (Op1 ) need not be marked in the re-evaluation matrix.
The re-evaluation matrix can also cater for entry guards containing scheduling predicates. An entry guard containing an expression of the form
there are no (p waiting Op : <boolean expression>)
needs to be re-evaluated whenever a change occurs to the set of pending Op requests,
that is, whenever req (Op ) or start (Op ) are updated, indicating an addition to or
removal from the set, respectively.
i
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8.1.2 Transformations of Scheduling Predicates

Even allowing for these optimisations, it is likely that the evaluation of guards will
be expensive relative to the cost of using a less powerful synchronisation mechanism.
Therefore, an interesting research topic will be recognising that certain patterns of entry
guards specify particular synchronisation policies, and then generating code which will
implement these policies in a cheaper manner.14
For example, consider an object which has three synchronised operations: A, B and
C . The following entry guards specify that A and B execute in mutual exclusion of
each other, and that C executes in mutual exclusion of itself:

entry guards

A: exec (A, B) = 0
B: exec (A, B) = 0
C: exec (C) = 0
If a compiler can recognise the semantics of these guards then it could transform them
into appropriate P and V operations on semaphores (one semaphore for A and B, and
another for C ) surrounding the body of the operations.
Transformations may also be applied to guards with scheduling predicates. For
example, an intelligent compiler might recognise that the entry guard shown in Figure 4
(SJN with FIFO sub-ordering) queues requests based on the tuple (len, arrival ) and
hence generate code to maintain an ordered linked list of requests.
If implemented, such transformations would oer the programmer the high-level
declarative power of scheduling predicates but with the eciency of low-level procedural
mechanisms.

8.2 Optimisation for Passive Objects in Shared Memory

In a passive object model, objects are held in shared memory which may be accessed
by several processes simultaneously. In such a system there is a one-to-one mapping
between pending requests and blocked processes. It thus seems natural for each blocked
process to re-evaluate its own guard whenever a relevant (as determined by the reevaluation matrix) synchronisation counter has been updated.15 However, this has the
disadvantage that if several processes need to re-evaluate their guards then many context
switches will take place.
A better approach would be for the process which updated the synchronisation
counter to re-evaluate the entry guards on behalf of the other blocked processes, and
only wake them up if they evaluate to true. This removes the possibility of a process
being woken up to re-evaluate its entry guard only to nd that it is still false. Hence,
unnecessary context switches are avoided.
14Optimisation by transformation has been applied successfully in other contexts: e.g., tuple space
operations in Linda 20].
15In the current implementation of Guide, each process re-evaluates its own guard.
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9 Synchronisation Counters Over ow
One problem with synchronisation counter based mechanisms is that, for long-lived
objects, the counters will eventually overow. A solution to this problem has yet to be
found. This section briey examines some ways in which the problem might be tackled.
Let us make the (unrealistic) assumption that in the next few years CPU speeds will
increase dramatically but that their word size will remain at 32 bits. With this increase
in speed, assume that we have a maximum invocation rate of 1 invocation on a given
object every microsecond. At this rate, we can expect counter overow in just over one
hour.
One obvious way to alleviate the problem is to increase the size of the counters from
32 to, say, 64 bits. This results in counter overow being postponed for approximately
500,000 years. If need be, 64 bit counters can be achieved on current machines, at a
slight performance penalty, by performing multi-word arithmetic. When 64 bit CPUs
appear in a few years, this extended lifetime will be gained for free.
Another obvious, but awed, solution would be to reset all the synchronisation
counters to 0 whenever the object is in a quiescent state. To see the aw in this scheme,
consider the bounded buer (Figure 2). The number of elements currently in the buer
is given by the expression:
term (Put) - term (Get)
This expression is used in the entry guards to determine if the buer is empty or full.
If the synchronisation counters were reset to zero then entry guards would lose count of
the number of elements in the buer and thus the buer contents would be lost.
However, the idea of resetting counters does have potential. It might be possible
to introduce a new language construct in which the programmer would specify conditions under which counters could be safely decremented. More ambitious would be for
the compiler to determine these rules by itself, thus relieving the programmer of the
responsibility.
Lastly, it is worth noting that if techniques are developed for optimisation by transformation (Section 8.1.2) then by eliminating synchronisation counters, the problem of
their overow disappears.

10 Conclusions and Future Work
This report has presented a new notation called scheduling predicates. Examples like the
Shortest Job Next scheduler, Figure 4, and the FIFO readers/writer, Figure 5, exemplify
their suitability as a specication notation for synchronisation/scheduling policies.
As well as being a specication notion, it is also feasible to implement scheduling
predicates. The potential for optimisation, as discussed in Section 8, shows that their
high expressive power need not result in slow execution speed.
An evaluation of power was given in Section 5 few other synchronisation mechanisms
can claim a similar level of power, and of those that do, none are declarative. The main
failing of scheduling predicates is that they cannot be used for policies which require
access to the instance variables of an object.
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We are currently investigating how scheduling predicates can be integrated with
inheritance and also extended to allow instance variables. A prototype implementation
is under way.
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